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Todo list react native redux

This basics is the full source code of the small Todo app we created during the tutorial. Import Entry Point Index.js Import 'Response' Response from Import { Render } 'Response-DOM' from import { Provider } Create dodoapp from {Redux' import from 'Response-Redux' import./Raiders' import &lt;Provider store={store}&gt; &lt;App&gt;&lt;/App&gt;App&gt;App
from './Component/App' Let Store = createStore (todoApp) Render(, document.getElementById('root') Action Creators Action/Index.js NextTodoID = 0 Export Const Addtodo = Text = &gt; { Return { { Type: 'ADD_TODO', id: nextTodoId+++, Text }Export Const SetWizitorifilter = Filter = &gt; { Return { Type: 'SET_VISIBILITY_FILTER', Filter } } Export Const
Toggletos = ID = &gt; { RETURN { TYPE: 'TOGGLE_TODO', ID }Reader's Raiders/Todos.js Const Todos = (State = [], Action) = &gt; { Switch (action.type) { Case 'ADD_TODO' Returns [ State, { ID: action.id, Text: Action Text, Full: False } } TOGGLE_TODO': Return state.map (todo =&gt; (todo.id === action.id)? {... टोडो, पूरा: !todo.पूरा}: todo) डफ़ॉ ट: वापसी रा य }
} िनयात डफ़ॉ ट todos reducers/ यता िफ टर.js const यता िफ टर = (रा य = ' SHOW_ALL ', कारवाई) = &gt; { वच (action.type) { केस 'SET_VISIBILITY_FILTER': रटन ए शन.िफ टर डफॉ ट: रटन टेट } } ए सपोट डफॉ ट िव जिब लटी िफ टर र ूसर/इडें स.js इ पोट { कंबाइनरडेस } से 'रडे स' इ पोट इडंोस से './टोडोस' इ पोट िफ टर '/िव जिब लटी िफ टर' कॉ टी डू ओएसटीएपीडेड यता िफ टर })
िनयात डफ़ॉ ट टोडोऐप ेजटेशनल घटक घटक/टोडो.js ' ोप- कार' कॉ ट टोडो से ' ति या' आयात ोपटाइप से ति या आयात करते ह = ({ ऑनि क, पूण, पाठ }) = &gt; &lt;li onclick={onClick} style={{ textdecoration:= completed= 'line-through'= := 'none'= }}=&gt; {टे ट} &lt;/li&gt;) Todo.propTypes = {onClick: PropTypes.func.func.isRequired, पूरा: PropTypes.isRequired, पाठ:
PropTypes.string.isRequired } िनयात डफ़ॉ ट Todo घटक /TodoList.js से आयात ति या ' से ति या ' आयात ोपाइसं से ' ोप कार' आयात Todo onTodoClick }) =&gt; &lt;ul&gt;({todos.map (todo=&gt; &lt;Todo key={todo.id} {... todo}= onclick={() ==&gt;(onTodoClick (todo.id)} /&gt;))}&lt;/Todo&gt; &lt;/ul&gt; TodoList.propTypes = {todos: PropTypes.arrayOf ().
PropTypes.shape({id: PropTypes.number.isRequired, Complete: PropTypes.bool.isRequired, Text: PropTypes.string.isRequiquired })))IsRequired), onTodoClick: PropTypes.func.isRequired } Export default TodoList import response from 'feedback' import proptype 'prop type' const link = ({ active, child, onClick}) = &gt; { if (active) { &lt;span gt;return { children }
&lt;/lt;/lt;//span&gt; } return &lt;a href=#onclick={e=&gt;({e.preventDefault() onClick() } }&gt; {kids}}&lt;/a&gt;link.prox={active: pro Copy.bool.isRequired, children: PropTypes.node.isRequired, onClick: PropTypes.func.isRequired } Export default link import response from 'Response' from import filterlink. /Container/FilterLink' Const Footer = () = शो: {'}
&lt;FilterLink &gt;&lt;/FilterLink &gt; &gt; All {', '} &lt;FilterLink filter=SHOW_ACTIVE&gt;active&lt;/FilterLink&gt;{', '} &lt;FilterLink filter=SHOW_COMPLETED&gt;complete&lt;/FilterLink&gt;&lt;p&gt;) export default footer components/apps.js imports 'from '/footer' import imports import feedback from the adtodo from the 'Feedback' import retailer. /Import of doto
list visible from 'Container/Adtodo'. /Container/VisibleTodoList' const App = () = &gt; &lt;div&gt;&lt;AddTodo&gt;&lt;/AddTodo&gt; &lt;VisibleTodoList &gt;&lt;/VisibleTodoList&gt;&lt;Footer&lt;/div&gt;export default app container components container/VisibleTodoList.js import { Connect } 'Response-Redux' from import {toggleTodo} from '.. /Action' from TodoList
import.. /components/TodoList' const getVisibleTodos = (todos, िफ टर) = &gt; { वच (िफ टर) { केस 'SHOW_ALL': रटन टोडोस केस 'SHOW_COMPLETED': रटन todos.िफ़ टर (t=&gt; t.पूरा) मामला 'SHOW_ACTIVE': रटन todos.िफ़ टर (t=&gt;!t.पूरा) } } कॉ ट mapStateToProps = state =&gt; { रटन { टोडोस: getVisibleTodos (state.todos, रा य. यता िफ टर) } कॉ ट मपै ड पटैो ो स
= ड पचै = &gt; { रटन {onTodoClick: id =&gt; { ड पचै (टॉ लेटोडो (आईडी)) } कॉ ट िव जबलटूडॉ ल ट = कने ट (mapStateToProps, mapDispatchToProps (TodoList) िनयात डफ़ॉ ट िदखाई Todolist आयात {कने ट } से ' ति या-redux' आयात { सेटvisibilityFilter } से '.. /कारवाई ' से आयात लक .. /कंपोन स/ लक ' कॉ ट मपै टेटो ो स = (रा य, ownProps) = &gt; { रटन {ए टव: ownProps.िफ टर ===
state.visibilityFilter } } कॉ ट mapDispatchToProps = ( ड पचै, ownProps) = &gt; { रटन { ऑनि क: () = &gt; { ड पचै (सेट िव जिब लटी फ़ां स (सेट िव जिब लटी)िफ टर (ownProps.िफ टर)) } कॉ ट िफ टर लक = कने ट (मपै टेटटो ो स, मपै ड पटटो ो स ( लक) ए सपोट डफॉ ट िफ टर लक अ य कंपोन स कंटेनर/ऐडटोडो.js इ पोट रए ट से रए ट कर {कने ट } ' रए ट-रडे स' इ पोट से {ऐडटोडो } 'से.. /ि याएं जोड़
AddTodo = ({ ेषण}) = &gt; { इनपुट रटन द ( &lt;div&gt;&lt;form onsubmit={e ==&gt; { e.preventDefault () यिद (!इनपुट.वै यू.िटम ()) { रटन } ड पचै (addTodo (इनपुट.वै यू)) इनपुट.वै यू = '' }} &gt; &lt;input ref={node ==&gt;{ इनपुट = नोड }} /&gt; जोड़ &lt;button type=submit&gt;todo&lt;/button&gt;&lt;/form&gt;&lt;/div&gt;} AddTodo=Connect()(AddTodo) export default AddTodo How
a Redux store works with a UIO To use Redux with Part 4: Store, we saw how to create a Redux store, dispatch operations, and read the current status. We also looked at how a store works inside, how enhancer and middleware make us customize the store with additional capabilities, and how to add Redux Devtools to let us see what's happening inside
our app as actions are sent. In this section, we will add a user interface for our Todo app. We'll see how Redux works with the UI layer as a whole, and we'll specifically cover how Redux works with React. Integrating Redux with UI #Redux a standalone JS is. As we've already seen, you can create and use a Redux store, even if you don't have a user
interface set up. This also means that you can use Redux with any UI framework (or even without any UI framework), and use it on both clients and servers. You may be Reyrux, Vue, Angular, Ember, Jequeri, or Vanilla JavaScript with the Reyrux app. The response lets you describe your UI as a function of your state, and redux has a position and updates it
in response to tasks. Because of this, we'll use feedback for this tutorial as we build our Todo app, and cover the basics of how to use feedback with Redux. Before we get to that part, let's take a quick look at how Redux normally interacts with the UI layer. Basic Redux and UI Integration # Requires some consistent steps to use Redx with any UI layer:
Create Redx Stores Subscription to update inside subscription callback: Get the current store with data required by this piece of UI, if necessary provide UI input with the initial state seen in Part 1 and see how it follows those steps: Const Store = Redux.create.Store(counterReducer)const valueEl = document.getElementById ('value') state = store.getState()
const newValue = state.value.toString() valueEl.innerHTML = newValuedocument.getElementById ('function() { store.dispatch ({ type: 'counter/incremented'}) No matter which UI layer you're using, Redux works similarly with every UI. Actual implementations are usually a bit more complicated to help optimize performance, but this is the same step every time.
Since Redux is a separate library, there are different binding libraries to help you use Redux with the given UI framework. They handle the details of subscribing to UI binding library stores and updating the UI efficiently as a state change, so you don't need to write that code yourself. Using Redx with #के Requisition is a separate package from the official
Feedback-Redux UI Binding Library Redux Core. You'll also need to install it in addition: (If you don't use NPM, you can catch the latest UMD build from UNPG (either development or production creation). UMD built a global window called Export. If you add it through one on your Page &lt;script&gt;&lt;/script&gt;This basic component shows the number of
active todo and controls to filter the list based on the full position and color range before the structure, we can potentially split the components in many different ways. For example, the &lt;Footer &gt;component can be a larger component, or it can contain several small components &lt;CompletedTodos &gt;&lt;StatusFilter&gt;, such as ,&lt;ColorFilters&gt;and.
There is no one right way to divide these, and you will find that it may be better to write large components or divide things into several smaller components depending on your situation. For now, we'll start with this short list of components to keep things easier to follow. On that note, since we believe you already know the response, we're going to skip the
details of how to write layout code for these components and focus on how to actually use the Feedback-Redux library in your feedback components. Here's this app's initial feedback UI looks like before we start adding arguments related to any redux: reading state from store with useSelector #We know we should be able to show a list of Todo items. Let's
start by creating a component &lt;TodoList&gt;that can read the list of todo from the store, loop over them, and show a component for each Todo entry &lt;TodoListItem&gt;. You should be familiar with feedback hooks such as useState, which can be called in response function components so that they can get access to response state values. Feedback also
lets us add our own behavior to the top of the custom hook, which made us react to the reusable hook extract. Like many other libraries, React-Redux includes its own custom hooks, which you can use in your own components. Feedback-Redux hooks give your feedback component the ability to talk to the Redux store by sending state reading and action.
The first react-redux hook that we'll see is the useSelector hook, which lets your response components read data from the Redux store.useSelector, which accepts the same function, which we call the selector function. A selector is a task that takes the entire Redux store state as its logic, reads some value from the state, and returns that result. For example,
we know that our Todo app's Redux State state maintains an array of Todo items. We can write a small selector function that lets the Todos array: Const selection Todos = state = &gt; State.todosOr, perhaps we want to find out how many todos are currently marked as completed: Const's selectiontotocotdo = state = &gt; { const completed =
state.todos.filter(todo=&gt; todo.complete) return complete Todos.. Let's read the array of Todo in our component &lt;TodoList&gt;. First, we'll import the feedback-useSelector hook from the redux library, so it's as its logic says with a selector function: react'import from src/features/todos/TodoList.jsimport response } ति या-redux' आयात
TodoListitem&lt;/TodoList&gt; &lt;/TodoListItem&gt; &lt;/TodoList&gt; &lt;/TodoList&gt; &lt;/ColorFilters&gt; &lt;/StatusFilter&gt; &lt;/CompletedTodos&gt; &lt;/Footer&gt; &lt;/Footer&gt; './TodoListItem'const selectdos= state =&gt; state.todos const todos=useSelector(selectTodos) const renderedList item=todos.map(todo=&gt; &lt;TodoListItem key={todo.id}
todo={todo}&gt;&lt;/TodoListItem&gt;&lt;ul;ul/ul classname=todo-list&gt;{return{renderedList item}&lt;/ul&gt;first provides components,useselector hook selecttodos call and will pass throughout redux state. Whichever selector returns your component will be returned by hook. Therefore, const todo in our component will catch the same state.todos array inside
our Redux store state. But, what happens if we dispatch an action like {type: 'todos/todoAdded'}? The Redux state will be updated by the reducer, but our constituent needs to know that something has changed so that it can resubmit with the new list of Todos. We know we can call store.subscribe() to listen for changes to the store, so we can try writing code
to subscribe to the store in every component. But, that will quickly be very repetitive and difficult to handle. Fortunately, The Usiator automatically subscribes to the Redux Store for us! This way, any time an action is sent, it will reconscerate its selector function immediately. If the value returned by the selector changes from the last time, the useelecter will
force our component to resubmit with the new data. We have to call us once in our component useSelector(), and it does the rest of the work for us. However, here's a very important thing to remember: useSelector compares its results using strict === reference comparisons, so the component selector result is a new reference, so the component will
resubmit at any time! This means that if you create a new reference to your selector and return it, your component can resubmit each time the action is sent, even if the data isn't really different. For example, by passing this selector to use the component will always be resubmitled, because array.map() always references a new array: constTodoDescriptions
= state =&gt; {return state.todos.map(todo=&gt; todo.text) We'll talk about a way to fix this issue later in this section. We'll also talk about how you can improve performance and avoid unnecessary re-renders using the memod selector function in Part 7: Standard Redux Pattern. It is also noteworthy that we do not need to write selector functions as a separate
variable. You can write a selector function directly inside the call to use this way: Const Todos =useSelector(state=&gt; state.todos) with useDispatch #हम now know how to read data from the Redux store into our components. But, how can we send action from one component to the store? We know that outside of feedback, we can call store.dispatch
(action). Since we don't have access to the store in a component file, we have to gain access to the remittance function by ourselves inside our components Kind of is required. Feedback - Using Redux The Tompatch Hook gives us as the store's dispatch method &lt;/TodoList&gt;&lt;/TodoList&gt; Results. (In fact, hook's implementation is actually return
store.dispatch.) Therefore, we can call Const Dispatch =useDispatch() in any component that needs to be sent to the operation, and then call the dispatch (some kind of action) as needed. Let's try that in our &lt;Header&gt;component. We know we need the user to type in some text for a new Todo item, and then a {type dispatch: 'todos/todoAdded'} action
containing that text. We will write a specific feedback form component that uses controlled input to type the user into the form text. Then, when the user specifically presses the enter key, we respond to that action.src/features/header/header/header.jesimport, {useState} from 'recruit' import { useDispatch } from 'recruit-redx' constant [text, setText] =
useState('') const dispatch =useDispatch() constant handlechange=e=&gt; setText(e.target.value) const handleKeyDown = e=&gt; { Const TrimText = e.target.value.trim() if (e.jo=== if 13&amp;ampedText) { dispatch({type:'todos/todoAdded', payload: trimmed hacktext}) placeholder =what should be done? OnKeyDown ={handlekeydown}Components #Our
store passing with the provider can now read state from store, and send operations to the store. However, we are still missing something. Where and how to react - Are Redux Hooks searching the right Redux store? A hook is a JS function, so it can't automatically import the store from the store.js by itself. Instead, we'll need to specifically tell Feedback-
Redux which stores we want to use in our components. We do this by providing a component all around us &lt;Provider&gt;&lt;App&gt;, and pass the Redux Store as a prop . Once doing so, every component in the application will be able to access the Redux store if needed. Let's add that in our main index.js file: Respond from import response response
'feedback-dom' from import { provider } from 'response-redux'import from store'./store'.getElementById ('root') which covers key parts response with response-using redx: response component Call the useSelector hook to read the data in the call &lt;Provider store={store}&gt;to send action to the response components around your entire component so that
other components can talk to the store now &lt;App&gt;We should be able to actually interact with the app! Here's the UI working so far: Now, let's look at some more ways we can use together in our Todo app. Feedback - Redux Pattern #Global State, Component State, and Forms #अब You Might Be Wondering, Do I Always Have to Keep All My App Status
in the Redux Store? The answer is no. The global state that needs to be across the app should go to the Redux Store. States that need only one place must be placed in the constituent state. A good example of this is the component that we wrote earlier. we store the current text input string to redx . Can keep, by sending an action in the onchange handler of
the input and placing it in our reducer. But, it does not benefit us. The only place that text string is used is here, in &lt;/Header&gt;&lt;/App&gt;/Provider&gt;&lt;/Provider&lt;/Provider&gt;/Provider&gt;/Provider&lt;/Provider&gt;/Provider&lt;/Provider&gt;&lt;&lt;/Lt;/Header/Header/Header&gt; &lt;Header&gt;component. Therefore, it makes sense to put that value in
a useState hook here in the component &lt;Header&gt;. Similarly, if we had a Boolean flag called IceDropdownOpen, no other component in the app would care about it – it really should stay local for this component. In a Feedback + Redux app, your global status should go to the Redux store, and your local situation should stay in the response components.
If you're not sure where to put something, here are some general rules of thumb to determine what kind of data should be placed in Redux: Do other parts of the application care about this data? Should you be able to create further derived data based on this basic data? Is the same data being used to run multiple components? Is there value for you in being
able to restore this state to a given point in time (i.e., time travel debugging)? Do you want to cache the data (i.e., what's in the state, use it if it's already there instead of requesting again)? Do you want to keep this data consistent, while hot-reloading UI components (which may lose their internal state when swapped)? It's also a good example of how to think
about forms in redux in general. Most form states probably should not be placed in Redux. Instead, place the data in your form components as you're editing it, and then post Redux actions to update the store when the user is complete. Using multiple selectors in one component #Right now only &lt;TodoList&gt;Our component is reading data from the store.
Let's see what it looks like to start reading some data for the component. Need to know three different pieces of information: Current status filter value How are the full toads the current list of selected color range filters can we read these values in the component? We can call useSelector several times within one component. In fact, it's really a good idea -
each call to use should always return the smallest amount of state possible. We had already seen how to write the selector which first counts the entire Todo. For filter values, both the status filter value and the color filter values remain in the state.filter slices. Since this component requires both of them, we can select the entire state filter object. As we
mentioned earlier, we can put all the input handling directly inside &lt;Footer&gt;, or we can split it into different components &lt;StatusFilter&gt;. To keep this explanation short, we will skip the exact details of writing input handling and assume that we have small different components that are given some data and the handlers change the callback as a prop.
Given this assumption, the reaction of the component-redux parts may look like this: from the src/features/footer/Footer.jsimport response from the 'response' import { useSelector } from the 'response-redux' import { available color, from capital }. . /Filter/Colors Import {StatusFilters} from '.. /Filters/FiltersSSlais' Const Todos = useSelector (state =&gt; { कॉ ट
अनकपू रतTodos = state.todos.filter (todo=&gt;&lt;/StatusFilter&gt; &lt;/Footer&gt; &lt;/Footer&gt; &lt;/Footer&gt; &lt;/TodoList&gt; &lt;/Header&gt;&lt;/Header&gt; &lt;/Header&gt;&lt;/Header&gt; return uncompletedTodos.length const { status, color } = useSelector (state =&gt;state.filter) &lt;footer classname=footer&gt;&lt;divname
class=actions&gt;&lt;classname=button&gt;identity card all complete &lt;/button&gt; &lt;button classname=button&gt;explicit ID&lt;/button&gt; Select data in list items by complete &lt;RemainingTodos count={todosRemaining}&gt;&lt;/RemainingTodos&gt; &lt;StatusFilter value={status} onchange={onStatusChange}&gt;&lt;/StatusFilter&gt;&lt;ColorFilters value=
{colors} onchange={onColorChange}&gt;&lt;/StatusFilter ColorFilters &gt; #वतम An, is reading our entire &lt;TodoList&gt;state.todos array and passing real todo objects as a prop to each component &lt;TodoListItem&gt;. It works, but there is a potential performance problem. Changing a Todo object means making copies of todo and state. todos array, and
each copy has a new reference in memory when the useSelector sees a new reference as its result, it forces its component to resubmit, At any time a Todo object is updated (such as clicking it to toggle its full position), the whole &lt;TodoList&gt;will recompense the original components, since the response reproduces all the hair components by default, it
also means that all components will be resubmitted &lt;TodoListItem&gt;, even if most of them don't actually change at all! The re-rendering component is not bad - that's how the response knows if it needs to update the DOM. But, resubmiting a lot of components can potentially be very slow when nothing has really changed if the list is too large. There are a
couple ways we could try to fix it. One option is to wrap all the components in React.memo(), so that they only resubmit when their props actually change. It is often a good choice for improving performance, but it is essential that the child's component always receives the same props until something actually changes. Since each
&lt;TodoListItem&gt;component is receiving a Todo item as a prop, only one of them should really get a changed prop and must resubmit. Another option is that the &lt;TodoList &gt;components only read an array of Todo CDs from the store, and pass those TDs as props for child components &lt;TodoListItem&gt;. Then, each &lt;TodoListItem &gt;can use
that ID to find the right todo object it needs. Let's give that a shot.src/features/todos/TodoList.jsimport response from 'response' import {useSelector} from 'response-redux'import from TodoListItem'./TodoListItem'const selectdoIds = state =&gt; state.todos.map(todo=&gt; todo.id) Const Todooid = Use (selectDodoIds) Const Randomist Items =
todoIds.map(todoId=&gt; &lt;TodoListItem key={todoId} id;{todoId}&gt;&lt;/TodoListItem&gt;{return&lt;ul classname=todo-list&gt;{renderedList item}&lt;/ul&gt;This time, we only select an array of Todo IDs from the store. And we pass each todoId as an ID prop for the child &lt;TodoListItem&gt;&lt;TodoListItem&gt;, we can use that ID value to read our Todo
item. We &lt;TodoListItem&gt;Todo's ID.src/features/todos/TodoListItem.jsimport response from 'react'import { useSelector, Can also update to &lt;/TodoListItem&gt;&lt;/TodoListItem&gt;&lt;/TodoListItem&gt;/TodoListItem&lt;/TodoListItem&gt;/TodoListList&gt;&lt;/TodoListItem&gt;/TodoListItem&gt;/TodoListItem&gt;/TodoListDo&gt;



&lt;/TodoListItem&gt;&lt;/TodoListItem&gt;&lt;/TodoListItem&gt;&lt;/TodoListList&gt;/TodoListItem&gt ; &lt;/TodoList&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/footer&gt;&lt;/TodoList&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/footer&gt; { Available color, capital } from '.. /filter/selects color const todoById = (state, todoid) = &gt; { return state.todos.find(todo=&gt todo.id=todoId) Const TodoListItem = ({id}) =
=&gt; {Const Todo=useStorelec(state=&gt; select) ID)) Const { Text, Complete, Color }= Todo Const Dispatch = UDispatch() Const HandleComplaged = () = &gt; { Dispatch({type: 'todos/todotgold', payload: todo.id}) &lt;divname class=view&gt;{}&lt;/flick;.</lt;/.].]}&lt;/.].</lt;/.].</2000 div&gt;Export default TodoListItem There is a problem with this, though. We
said earlier that returning the new array reference in selectors causes the components to be resubmitled every time, and right now we are returning a new TDS array &lt;TodoListItem&gt;. In this case, if we're togging todo, the content of the IDs array should be the same, since we're still showing the same Todo item – we haven't added or deleted anyone. But,
an array with those ads is a new reference, so &lt;TodoList will be resubmitled when it's not really needed. One possible solution to this is to change how the use one compares its values to see if they have changed. useSelector can take a comparison function as your second argument. A comparison function is called with old and new values, and it becomes
true if they are treated as equals. If they are the same, the use will not reproduce theelecter component. Feedback-Redux has a shallow equal comparison function that we can use to check if the objects inside the array are still the same. Let's try that: src/features/todos/todoList.jsimport response from 'response' import { useSelector, shallowEqual } response
from 'redux'import TodoListItem'/TodoListItem'const SelectdoIds= state =&gt; state.todos.map(todo=&gt; todo.id) Const todoIds =useSelector(selectDoIds, shallowEqual) constant rendist item=todoIds.map(todoId=&gt; &lt;TodoListItem key={todoId} id={todoId}&gt;&lt;/TodoListItem&gt;{return return &lt;ul classname=todo-list&gt;{renderedList
item}&lt;/ul&gt;Now, if we toggle a todo item, the list of TDS will be treated as the same, and &lt;TodoList&gt;will not have to submit it again. A&lt;TodoListItem&gt;Update will get and resubmit the Todo object, but all the rest of them will still have an existing Todo object and not have to be resubmitting. As mentioned earlier, you can also use a special type of
selector function called the memod selector to help improve component rendering, and we'll see how to use those in another section. What you've learned # We're now a working Todo app! Our app creates a store, sends the store into the feedback UI layer &lt;Provider&gt;, and then uses and use The Dispatch to talk to the store in our feedback components.
Let's see what the app looks like now, including the components and sections left to keep this small: the Redux store can be used with any UI layer. The code always subscribes to the store, gets the latest state, and remodels itself the official Redux UI binding library for theReact-Redux response- Redux is installed as a separate Response-Redux package
called Use&lt;/Provider&gt; &lt;/TodoListItem&gt;&lt;/TodoList&gt;&lt;/TodoList&gt;&lt;/TodoListItem&gt;&lt;/TodoListItem&gt; /TodoListItem&gt; Tasks take the entire store state as an argument, and return a value based on that statuselecter and return results from the selectors, who subscribe to the store by selectors, and re-run the selector each time the
action is sent. Whenever the selector changes the result, the useSelector forces the component to resubmit with new data. Component &lt;Provider&gt; What's your whole store available for other response components around the next &lt;Provider store={store}&gt;&lt;App&gt;? #Now our UI is working, it's time to see how to create our Redux app in Part 6:
Async Logic, we'll talk about how atulcronus logic like Timeout and Ajax Calls fit into redux data flow. Flow. &lt;/App&gt;&lt;/Provider&gt;&lt;/Provider&gt;
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